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ABSTRACT
Software product lines evolve over time, both as new products are added to the product line and
as existing products are updated. This evolution creates unintended as well as planned changes to
systems. A persistent problem is that unintended changes are hard to detect. Often they are not
discovered until testing or operations. Late discovery is a problem especially in safety-critical, cyber-
physical product lines such as avionics, pacemakers, and smart-braking systems, where unintended
changes may lead to accidents.
This thesis proposes an approach and a prototype tool to detect unintended changes earlier
in development of a new product in the product line. The capability to detect potentially risky,
unintended changes at the design stage is beneficial because repair is easier, less costly, and safer
in design than when detection is delayed to testing or operations.
The Product Line Change Detector (PLCD) introduced here analyzes products’ SysML block
and parametric diagrams, which are typical project artifacts for cyber-physical systems, in order
to detect problematic, unintended changes. The PLCD software automatically detects potential
change-related issues, ranks them in terms of severity using the products’ safety-analysis artifacts,
and reports them to developers in a graphical format. Developers select and fix the reported issues
with the assistance of the tool’s displays, with the tool recording the fixes and updating the SysML
diagrams accordingly.
The evaluation of PLCD’s performance and capabilities uses three product lines, extended from
cyber-physical systems in the literature: NASA astronaut jetpack, vehicle dynamics, and low-earth
satellite. The evaluation focuses on unintended changes that cause physical unit inconsistencies,
such as between meters and feet, since those may lead to accidents in cyber-physical product lines.
The evaluation results show that PLCD successfully detects such unintended changes both in a
single product and between products in a software product line.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
As the use of cyber-physical systems expands, so do the number and complexity of cyber-
physical product lines. A Cyber-Physical System (CPS) is defined as a system that integrates
physical units and computation processes Gonzalez Perez et al. (2018). In these systems, the
computational controller monitors and controls a physical process, such as the delivery of a drug
or the consumption of fuel. The physical process is typically monitored by sensors that report the
progress of the physical process in terms of physical units, such as the frequency of delivery or the
volume of remaining fuel.
A product line is a set of systems designed to take advantage of common aspects and specified
variabilities to increase development efficiency and reduce cost Weiss and Lai (1999). Many of
these are safety-critical, such as avionics, pacemakers, infusion pumps, and brake-assist systems
De Oliveira et al. (2018); Nešić et al. (2019); Rahimi et al. (2017); Buccella et al. (2018). Product
lines evolve in two dimensions: as the individual products evolve through versions, and as new
products are developed in the product line. However, many issues (i.e., the potential problems in
the system design) may arise in the process of evolution. Unit inconsistency is one of them.
A unit is a specific quantity, chosen by convention, used to express numerically quantities that
have the same dimension Clifford (1985). Units exist in both design level and implementation
level. In models such as SysML, units are often declared as datatype and treated as the feature of
variables OMG (a). In a program, though units are often not visible, they limit the computation
rules between variables. The correctness of computation depends on units directly. Since the
communication between blocks and achievement of variable limitations often rely on data exchange
via variables (e.g., monitored variable and accepted variable), unit inconsistency could also interrupt
data communication and variable verification.
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Unit inconsistency is a common issue in software. Ore et al. detected code-level unit inconsis-
tencies with 87% of true positive in 213 open-source systems Ore et al. (2017a). Currently, physical
unit inconsistencies often are discovered in late development stages, such as during the testing of
the code Ore et al. (2017a) Ore et al. (2017b) Ore et al. (2017c) Tien et al. (2013). Worse yet is that
many physical unit inconsistencies escape the testing into the deployed product. In safety-critical
systems, this has resulted in accidents.
In 2003, a roller coaster in Tokyo Disneyland derailed due to a broken axle smaller than the
required one. The problematic axle was ordered according to the old drawings based on imperial
units. However, all the units in the drawings had been changed to metric units in 1995. The old
unit caused an incorrect computation in the axle size. Luckily, the axle broke near the end of a ride
and avoided the injury and loss of human life. But it still emphasizes the importance of validating
unit changes in design documents Vlad (2013).
Mars Climate Orbiter (MCO), which was launched in 1998, lost communication due to unit
inconsistency. A ground computer file SM FORCES, which used English units, stored outputs
to Angular Momentum Desaturation (AMD), a file required to be in metric units. This unit
mismatch caused small errors in the trajectory estimate and accumulated 170km lower than the
plan at the time of Mars insertion Mars Climate Orbiter Mishap Investigation Board and Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (U.S.) and United States. National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(1999). In this accident, the error was not caught either in the model or in the code.
To catch unit inconsistency issues before coding, in this paper we propose a model-based ap-
proach to detect unit inconsistencies as well as other product line issues at the design level. Here
we define unit inconsistency as an issue that appears when two variables connected by a connector
have different units.
The modeling language we chose is SysML. As a graphical modeling language extended from
UML to support the complex system design, SysML is a popular choice to model CPS. Many
CPSs, such as avionics, humidifier, and cruise controller, have been analyzed and visualized in
SysML Gaeta and Czarnecki (2015); OMG (a); Bock et al. (2017). SysML allows CPS to represent
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physical units and the complicated interactions between them. The numerical constraints in CPS
can be modeled in parametric diagrams with units.
Our approach and prototype tool, Product Line Change Detector (PLCD) 1, takes Block Def-
inition Diagram and Parametric Diagram as the input of analysis. Block Definition Diagram can
model the blocks and constraints included in the system. Parametric Diagram models the internal
data interaction between blocks. These two diagrams provide the necessary traceability among
units, variables, blocks, and connectors, in the issue identification process. By analyzing these two
diagrams, the change impact within the model during the evolution of systems can be tracked and
identified easily.
There are two main challenges when processing SysML models. First, the programmers must
know the domain of the system to build appropriate models. Second, processing SysML models
and the XMI files behind them can be time-consuming. PLCD handles the hard part of parsing
and analyzing the rules of class generation and uses visualization to assist developers to understand
current issues.
By analyzing SysML models, PLCD automatically identifies unintentional changes both in
single products and between different products in SPLs. In the current SysML modeling tools,
tracking the changes between two products is not common to see. To achieve this, PLCD compares
connectors, blocks, variables, and units of two products and lists the changes between them. Then it
provides options to update or ignore these issues and generates identification and update reports for
the record. By providing FMECA, the identified issues can be ranked according to their criticality
levels to help the users focus on the most important ones. By referring to the International System
of Units (SI), domain unit lists, and change logs, PLCD filters out the valid changes and adds
unexpected changes to the result lists.
In the following sections, we address two research questions:
• RQ1: To what extent can PLCD detect the potential issues in a single product?
1available in github (https://github.com/WandiX/plcd)
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• RQ2: To what extent can PLCD detect the potential issues between two products in a product
line?
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background knowledge about
SysML models, software product lines, and unit inconsistency identification. Section 3 takes Isolette
as an example to explain the identification algorithms and PLCD. Section 4 uses three CPSs to
evaluate PLCD and address the research questions. Section 5 summarizes the paper and proposes
future work.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 SysML
SysML is a graphical modeling language developed by the Object Management Group (OMG)
to support the modeling of complex systems Wolny et al. (2020). Compared to UML, SysML has
many additional features. SysML introduces the concept “block” to represent a collection of features
OMG (b). The general form definition of block unifies the design, representation, and analysis of
software and hardware components and avoids the bias of extracting data structure in UML Alenazi
et al. (2018). Currently, SysML is used as a standard modeling language in Model-Based System
Engineering (MBSE) Palachi et al. (2013).
SysML uses Constraint Blocks and Parametric Diagrams (PD) to represent the mathematical
relations between physical properties OMG (b). Constraint Block includes a general form of con-
straints and parameters, which can be applied in several different contexts. PD includes constraint
blocks and other properties that are bound to constraints directly or indirectly OMG (b). The
addition of constraint blocks and parametric diagrams makes the mathematical relations testable,
thereby enhancing the power of model validation.
Since a CPS is a system that closely integrates physical units and software components, the
modeling of CPS requires capturing the interactions with the interface details and computation
logics in physical processes. SysML is well-suited for modeling CPS. First, it represents both
physical units and software processes as blocks. The internal structure and data interchange can
be visualized by ports and connectors between them in Internal Block Diagrams (IBD) and Block
Definition Diagrams. Moreover, the computation restrictions can be packaged in constraint blocks
and linked to the bounded parameters.
SysML and XMI have been widely used in the assurance process Roth et al. (2015); Mhenni
et al. (2015); David et al. (2010). Mhenni et al. generated Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and Failure
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Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) from SysML model files Mhenni et al. (2014). The basic idea
is to parse the XMI files for SysML models and get an Excel file that can be edited by safety
experts. The updated file can be parsed again to update the safety framework integrated into the
XMI files. Similar to Mhenni’s method, we also parse XMI files to get the information from SysML
models, then insert the updated information back. However, since units are treated as properties of
variables in SysML models and are connected by connectors, we identify the data flows in SysML
rather than apply graph algorithms as Mhenni et al.’s approach. Additionally, we take product
evolution into account. After checking the validity of the single product, PLCD compares the two
products and identifies the issues during the evolution of products.
Some researchers extracted SysML information by designing slice algorithms rather than parsing
XMI files directly. Nejati et al. included trace links between requirements, structure package, and
behaviors to identify the change impacts Nejati et al. (2016). Briand et al. extracted design slices
to filter irrelevant information and designed a controlled experiment to assess its helpfulness in
decision making Briand et al. (2014). Falessi et al. proposed a prototype SafeSlice to extract
safety-related slices automatically Falessi et al. (2011). By combining XMI parsers and traceability
techniques, PLCD makes use of trace links between SysML artifacts and relevant documents to
extract necessary information from models and perform impact analysis.
2.2 Software Product Line
A Software Product Line (SPL) is a series of products developed based on a set of common-
alities and prescribed variabilities Rahimi et al. (2017). Building software systems in the form of
product lines significantly reduces the cost of further development Weiss and Lai (1999). Many
software systems, especially safety-critical systems, such as pacemaker and infusion pump, have
been developed as SPLs Liu et al. (2007); Rahimi and Cleland-Huang (2018). The construction of
SPL aims to mitigate the risks of re-work. Since the motivation for building SPLs is closely related
to the evolution of products, change problems are unavoidable in all SPLs. These problems not
only originate from the introduced new features but also can be caused by the mix-up of old and
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new features. A simple example would be that the new component has a unit inconsistent with
related previous components. Therefore, finding potential threats in a new product is essential to
ensure the overall safety of the product line.
2.3 Unit Consistency
Units play an important role both in the design and development process. Previous work has
been done to detect the unit issues at the code level. UniF i detects the problematic unit usage in
Java code by inferring the dimensions (e.g., physical quantities, sizes, IDs) of variables Hangal and
Lam (2009). This approach can also identify the changes when code evolves but does not work well
on newly-introduced variables.
Different from UniF i, PhrikyUnits assigns base units to variables, then propagates the units
according to the computation rules and adds new units to the symbol table Ore et al. (2017b)
Ore et al. (2017a) Ore et al. (2017c). After evaluating the expressions, it starts inconsistency
detection by comparing the variables in assignment and addition. The library of units limits the
assignment of units, thus limits the power of detection of PhrikyUnits in further steps. To solve
the problem, Kate et al. proposed Phys, a probabilistic approach to infer appropriate units for
variables. Its reference is based on the observation “The operations and names of variables often
suggest the quantity they are measuring (e.g., angSpeed measures the angular speed)”. In the real
world, not all variable names are consistent with this observation. To handle the uncertainty in
the inference process, Phys introduces probability distribution and uses the highest probability as
inference results Kate et al. (2018).
Compared to PhrikyUnits and Phys, PLCD has two primary differences:
1. PLCD detects unit inconsistencies at the design level rather than the code level. Fixing
issues at the design level can avoid them becoming code level problems.
2. PhrikyUnits and Phys focus on the unit issues in a single product. Our approach compares
the units as well as other artifacts, such as variables, in the product line context.
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Some parameter solvers provide support for inconsistency detection in parametric diagrams. For
example, Melody™R3, a plug-in for IBM Rational Rhapsody from Intercax, warns users if there
exist binding connectors that connect value properties or constraint parameters with incompatible
value or data types mel (); InterCAX (a). ParaMagic, a plug-in for MagicDraw from Dassault
Systems and Intercax, also supports the binding connectors, but the verification of unit consistency
is done by MagicDraw par (); InterCAX (b).
There are several differences between parameter solvers and PLCD. First, PLCD involves prod-
uct line issue identification in their validation process. Second, though both parameter solvers
and PLCD provide GUIs to list all the issues, PLCD has a graphical panel to assist the users to
understand the identified problems. Third, PLCD uses patterns to label the issues and takes input
from FMECA to rank their significance.
2.4 Environmental Assumptions and Numeric Constraints
Since CPSs contain physical units and rely on sensors to get their status for further analysis,
numeric constraints are very common to see. Raw data received from sensors and adjacent systems
need to be processed and analyzed to adjust or determine the system status. Unit inconsistency
can happen in input, output data flows, and computation formulas.
Tien et al. proposed a two-step framework to test numeric constraints in Cyber-Physical Sys-
tems. First, combine SysML with OCL, a model-based language proposed by OMG to specify
the constraints in SysML, to represent the numeric constraints. Next, translate OCL to VDM-RT
(Vienna Development Method - Real Time), a modeling language for real-time systems Tien et al.
(2013).
Though Tien et al.’s approach also used SysML to model the system and check the numeric
constraints automatically, there are several differences from PLCD:
1. Rather than extending OCL to translate SysML models to VDM-RT, PLCD extracts informa-
tion from XMI model files directly and avoids designing and processing the formal language.
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2. Tien et al.’s approach requires them to deal with the physical process and computation at
the same time. Our approach provides validity assurance for safety-critical systems and puts
more effort to identify the threats behind the issues.
3. Tien et al.’s approach only considered the validity of constraints in a single product. Our
approach compares the constraints between two products in a product line.
10
CHAPTER 3. METHODS AND PROCEDURES
3.1 Traceability
Table 3.1: Input Files used by PLCD
File Description
BDD A SysML diagram specifies blocks
and its interrelationships Frieden-
thal et al. (2014)
PD A SysML diagram shows a network
of constraints Friedenthal et al.
(2014)
SI A file contains unit lists in Interna-
tional System of Units
Customized Unit List A file contains the valid units de-
fined by users
FMECA A file contains a FMECA data table
that lists the effects of bad data and
unexpected data Lutz and Wood-
house (1997)
Change log A file contains the valid changes in
the new product
PLCD takes SysML model files, FMECA, unit lists, and change logs as inputs then outputs
a list of ranked issues. As Table 3.1 shows, PLCD utilizes two SysML diagrams as inputs: Block
Definition Diagram (BDD) and Parametric Diagram (PD). BDD defines features in the blocks and
relations between blocks OMG (b). Each block has a list of variables. Each variable has a data
type that can be used to store its unit. PD represents the relations among constraints and blocks
OMG (b). Each constraint block contains ports that connect to blocks.
PLCD contains an XMI parser to parse the SysML models. XMI (XML Metadata Interchange)
is a widely used XML interchange format designed to support the data exchange between tools
11
Figure 3.1: Traceability in a single product. Variable plays the role of connecting BDD and PD.
OMG (c). Many modeling tools were developed based on XMI, such as Papyrus and Cameo
Systems Modeler.
In this paper, we use Papyrus to construct SysML models. Papyrus is an open-source Eclipse
plug-in that supports various modeling languages such as UML and SysML. When the user creates
BDD and PD in Papyrus, it generates corresponding XMI files at the same time to record model
information. From these XMI files, PLCD is able to extract key information for further analysis.
Next, PLCD utilizes traceability to locate the artifacts and identify issues. As Fig. 3.1 shows,
we extract components from architecture information, then add the components as blocks and their
parameters as variables. Blocks form the skeleton of BDD. Variables are bridges to connect PD
and BDD. From BDD, we are able to get the blocks and constraints with their variables. From PD,
we can extract the connectors between constraint blocks ports and block variables. By combining
the information from PD and BDD, PLCD is able to get a picture of the system. The variables
can trace back to FMECA and rank the priority of issues. The units will be validated using SI and
domain-specific unit lists.
Table 3.2 shows the Product Line Change Patterns we used in PLCD. Products often need to
satisfy different customers and standards. To accelerate the development of products, constructing
a product line to develop products that share the same core functions and have their own features
will increase the development efficiency and reduce workload. For a product line, it is significant
for a product line to identify the commonalities and the variabilities Weiss and Lai (1999). The
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Table 3.2: Product Line Change Patterns
Category Explanation Solution (if wrong)
Invalid Unit The unit is not in SI or valid lists Update the unit
New Variable The variable is not in P1 but exists in P2 Delete new variable
New Block The block is not in P1 but exists in P2 Delete new block
Changed Unit The variable has different units in P1 and P2 Update one unit to another
Inconsistent Units Two connected variables have different units Update one unit to another
Deleted Variable The variable is not in P2 but exists in P1 Recover the variable with its unit
Deleted Block The block is not in P2 but exists in P1 Recover the component
New Connector The connector is not in P1 but exists in P2 Delete new connector
Deleted Connector The connector is not in P2 but exists in P1 Recover the connector
variabilities are modeled in SysML diagrams as artifacts. The changes of artifacts correspond to
the evolution of software products.
There are several objects can involve in the changes: unit, variable, block, and connectors. Each
block defines a collection of features to describe a system or other element of interest. Constraint
blocks define generic forms of constraints that can be used in multiple contexts (e.g., physical
properties) OMG (b). Variables indicate the properties in blocks and parameters in constraints
since both of them have units as their features. A unit is defined as a special quantity used as
a reference Taylor et al. (2008). A connector is a link that connects two parts and enables them
to communicate Friedenthal et al. (2014). The connector itself can be removed or added. New
unit issues may appear when new connectors are added or old connectors are removed. If a new
connector is added between two variables with different units, a Unit Inconsistency issue will arise.
Since the ends of a connector can also change, we treat this situation as a new connector created
and an old one deleted.
According to the number of products involved in each issue, the changes in product line change
patterns can be divided into two types: single-product changes and cross-product changes. Given
two products, P1 and P2 in a product line, our identification process first parses P1 and P2 separately
to identify single-product issues, then compares the information of two products to detect the cross-
product changes. Single product issues include Invalid Unit and Inconsistent Units. The validity of
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Figure 3.2: Unit Change Patterns can be divided into three main categories : New Unit, Changed
Unit, and Deleted Unit. Changed Unit can be further divided into four types by the relations be-
tween new units and old units: Definition Change, Expression Change, Domain Change, Scalability
Change.
units can be checked by looking up the units in the valid lists. Inconsistent Units are detected by
comparing the ends in connectors. All other issues will be identified in the cross-product analysis.
If we focus on units rather than the whole products, the unit changes can be further categorized.
Considering that unit changes occur with product evolution, new units often have relations with the
old ones in some aspects. This observation brings the foundation of our unit change patterns. All
unit changes can be divided into three primary categories: New Unit, Changed Unit, and Deleted
Unit.
New Unit means the new product contains a unit that does not exist in the previous product.
Deleted Unit describes the situation where the new product removes a unit that exists in the
old product. Changed Unit is a complicated case that needs to be divided further. It happens
when the variables exist in both P1 and P2 have different units. Based on the purpose behind the
changes, we proposed four unit change patterns: Definition Change, Expression Change, Domain
Change, and Scalability Change. Fig. 3.2 visualizes relations between patterns. Table 3.3 gives
explanations and examples for Unit Change Patterns. The Definition Change covers the cases that
cannot be classified as Expression Change, Domain Change, and Scalability Change. Changing
Fahrenheit Degree to Celsius Degree is not an Expression Change since they are not equivalent. It
is not a Domain Change since Fahrenheit Degree and Celsius Degree can both apply to the same
14
Table 3.3: Definitions of Unit Change Patterns
Unit
Change
Pattern
Product
Line
Change
Pattern
Explanation Example
New Unit Changed
Unit, New
Variable
A unit only used in the new product m/s exists in
P2 but not in
P1
Deleted
Unit
Deleted
Variable,
Changed
Unit
A unit only used in the old product m/s2 exists in
P1 but not in
P2
Expression
Change
Changed
Unit
A unit is replaced by another unit that has
the same meaning.
Change deg/s
to deg/sec
Domain
Change
Changed
Unit
A unit is replaced by the domain-specific
unit when the new product is adapted for
another industry.
Change m/s2
to g
Scalability
Change
Changed
Unit
A unit is replaced by its bigger or smaller
version (i.e., has integral proportion rela-
tion).
Change m to
cm
Definition
Change
Changed
Unit
A unit is replaced by another unit which
does not have domain difference, seman-
tic similarity, and integral proportion re-
lations
Change
Fahrenheit
Degree to
Celsius Degree
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domain. The conversion relation between these two is not integral so it is not a Scalability Change.
Therefore this change is classified as a Definition change. Since PLCD uses Product Line Change
Pattern as the division targets, Table 3.3 also shows the relations between Product Line Change
Patterns and Unit Change Patterns. New Unit can be classified as either New Variable or Changed
Unit by PLCD since there are two cases that could lead to the occurrence of New Unit. When
a new variable is created with a new unit, it will be classified as New Variable. When a variable
that exists in both of the two products has a new unit in P2, it will be classified as Changed Unit.
Similarly, Deleted Unit can also be classified as Deleted Variable and Changed Unit.
3.2 PLCD Algorithms
To handle the objects in SysML, we developed three algorithms to detect change issues in
blocks, variables, and connectors. Units are handled as a feature of variables in these algorithms.
Algorithm 1 extracts new blocks, deleted blocks, and intersection blocks (i.e., a block that exists
in both P1 and P2). Since the constraint block has similar features as the normal blocks, we
add constraint blocks to the block set, too. Let the number of blocks in P1 and P2 be n and m
respectively. Then the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(min(n,m)).
Algorithm 2 compares the variables in intersection blocks. If a variable exists in P1 but not in
P2, we identify it as Deleted Variable. If a variable exists in P2 but not in P1, it will be classified as
New Variable. For all the variables in the two products, we compare their units with the valid unit
lists. If there exists a unit that is not in the list, it will be labeled as Invalid Unit. Let the number
of variables be t1 in P1 and t2 in P2. Then the time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(t1 + t2).
Algorithm 3 first identifies New Connectors (Connectors that only exist in P2) and Deleted
Connectors (Connectors only exist in P1), then checks the consistency between the two ends of
each connector. Two ends having different units will be classified as Inconsistent Units. The time
complexity in Algorithm 3 is O(|E1|+ |E2|) (where |E1| and |E2| are the number of connectors in
P1 and P2). Since a block usually has a large number of variables to implement target functions,
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the number of blocks will be much fewer than the number of variables. Therefore, the total time
complexity of the identification process will be O(t1 + t2 + |E1|+ |E2|).
Algorithm 1: Block Issues Identification Algorithm
Data: Block Set A1 = {a11, . . . , a1n} in P1 and A2 = {a21, . . . , a2m} in P2
Result: New Block Set Anew, Deleted Block Set Adel, Intersection Block Set Ainter
1 Anew = A2\A1 ; // New Block O(min(n,m))
2 Adel = A1\A2 ; // Deleted Block O(min(n,m))
3 Ainter = (A1 ∩A2) ; // O(min(n,m))
Algorithm 2: Variable Issues Identification Algorithm
Data: Block Set A1 = {a11, . . . , a1n} in P1 and A2 = {a21, . . . , a2m} in P2; Blocks in P1
have corresponding Variable Set {C11, . . . , C1n}; Blocks in P2 have corresponding
Variable Set {C21, . . . , C2m}; Intersection Block Set Ainter; Valid Unit Hashset
Uvalid
Result: New Variable Set Cnew, Deleted Variable Set Cdel, Intersect Variable Set Cinter,
Invalid Unit Set U1 for P1 and U2 for P2, Changed Unit Set Uchange
1 foreach Block in the set Ainter do
2 Get Block a1x in P1 and its corresponding Variable Set C1x Get Block a2y (The
corresponding block of a1x) in P2 and its corresponding Variable Set C2y Cnew =
Cnew ∪ (C2y\C1x) ; // O(min(|C2y|, |C1x|))
3 Cdel = Cdel ∪ (C1x\C2y) ; // O(min(|C2y|, |C1x|))
4 Cinter = Cinter ∪ (C1x ∩ C2y) ; // O(min(|C2y|, |C1x|))
5 foreach Variable c in the set Cinter do
6 If c in P1 and c in P2 have different units, add c to Uchange ; // Changed Unit
O(Sum(min(C1x, C2y)))
7 foreach Variable c in set C11, ..., C1n do
8 if the unit of c is not in Uvalid, add c to U1 ; // Invalid Unit O(|C11|+ ...+ |C1n|)
9 foreach Variable c in set C21, ..., C2m do
10 if the unit of c is not in Uvalid, add c to U2 ; // Invalid Unit O(|C21|+ ...+ |C2m|)
We use software failure modes, effects and criticality analysis (FMECA) to rank issues after
identification. FMECA is a safety technique that assigns critical levels to each of the failure modes
Dehlinger and Lutz (2006). FMECA is often developed during the development process of CPSs,
especially the safety-critical ones. Since data errors can lead to the failure of the whole CPS system,
we use FMECA to measure the severity of different variable issues. The data table in FMECA
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Algorithm 3: Connector Issues Identification Algorithm
Data: Connector Set E1 for P1 and E2 for P2
Result: New Connector Set Enew, Deleted Connector Set Edel, Intersection Connector Set
Einter, Inconsistent Unit Set F1 for P1 and F2 for P2
1 Enew = E2\E1 ; // New Connector O(min(|E1|, |E2|))
2 Edel = E1\E2 ; // Deleted Connector O(min(|E1|, |E2|))
3 Einter = E1 ∩ E2 ; // Intersection Connector O(min(|E1|, |E2|))
4 foreach Connector e in the set E1 do
5 If the two ends of e have inconsistent units, add e to F1 ; // Inconsistent Unit O(|E1|)
6 foreach Connector e in the set E2 do
7 If the two ends of e have inconsistent units, add e to F2 ; // Inconsistent Unit O(|E2|)
is used as the source to propagate criticality levels. According to the severity of FMECA, we
can get criticality levels for the variable-related issues recorded in FMECA using four criticality
levels: Catastrophic, Critical, Marginal, and Negligible. However, the table cannot cover all the
objects and cases in SysML models. Thus, we created several rules to propagate criticality levels
to variables:
1. If a variable has only one possible failure mode in the FMECA, its criticality level is the same
as the criticality level of the issue.
2. If a variable has more than one possible failure mode in the FMECA, its criticality level
depends on the highest level.
3. For the variables that don’t appear in the FMECA, we give the lowest criticality level.
One change in the product may have more than one related variables. Also, the FMECA may
change in the new product. Thus, we define rules to assign the criticality level for changes:
1. If an issue is only related to one variable in one product, its criticality level is the same as
the variable.
2. If an issue has more than one related variables in one product, its criticality level depends on
the highest criticality level.
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Figure 3.3: PLCD consists of the Product Analyzer and the Comparator. Single Product Analyzer
takes SysML diagrams, FMECA, and Unit Lists as inputs to identify single-product issues. The
Comparator extracts product information from Single Product Analyzer then combines it with
FMECA and change logs to identify cross-product issues.
3. If an issue is related to a variable that has different critical levels in two products, its criticality
level depends on the higher criticality level.
3.3 PLCD
PLCD takes two sets of inputs: The first set is SysML diagrams PD and BDD. The second
set is product line documents in CSV format, including FMECA, SI, Customized Unit List, and
Change Logs. PLCD automates the process of parsing SysML diagrams and documents as well as
combining the extracted information and producing results. The architecture for PLCD is shown
in Fig. 3.3.
XMI Parser and CSV Reader are the foundations of the tool. XMI Parser parses SysML
diagrams for two products and extracts artifact information from model files. CSV Reader reads
input documents (e.g., FMECA and SI Units) then takes the information to the Product analyzer
and the Comparator.
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Single Product Analyzer is designed to record basic information for each product and identify
the single-product issues. It stores blocks, variables, units, and connectors in each product then
checks the validity of them. Among all problem types in Table 3.2, Invalid Units and Inconsistent
Units occur in a single product. Invalid Units can be checked by comparing variable units with SI
and customized unit lists. Inconsistent Units can be caught by comparing the ends of connectors.
In practice, there is often more than one way to represent a unit. For example, the Celsius
degree can also be written as ◦C. To avoid treating other expressions of valid units as invalid units,
both the SI and the Customized Unit List include the columns for alternative expressions. PLCD
will compare each unit with all the expressions in the valid list. A unit will be labeled as invalid
only when it does not match any expression in the input unit lists.
The Comparator focuses on the comparison of collected information. Each instance of Single
Product Analyzer provides a list of blocks, variables, units, and connectors. By comparing the
same elements in each product, PLCD is able to detect the changes during product evolution.
After combining the information received from the Product Analyzer and the Comparator, PLCD
ranks the issues based on FMECA and constructs three change tables (i.e., two tables for single
product issues, and one for the cross-product issues). These changes tables are sent to GUI and
wait for user response. GUI provides an easy-to-use interface to help the users browse and fix
issues. Users can select the set of issues they want to ignore and click “Ignore Issues” button to
remove the changes from the result tables. Also, users can select issues and click “Update” to fix
them in SysML diagrams. PLCD will record the updated issues. By clicking ”Generate Report”,
users can generate identification reports and update reports. Identification reports show all the
identification results in the tables. Update reports only record the updated issues.
PLCD is implemented as a Java program with 16 classes and more than 5000 lines of code. To
store the XMI elements, we model XMI elements as objects and then construct class hierarchy to
store the information from different SysML artifacts. The GUI is developed in Java AWT, a Java
API that helps develop window-based applications.
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Figure 3.4: Isolette Thermostat interacts with Heat Source, Temperature Sensors, and Operator
Interface Lempia and Miller (2009). Note that we simplify the context by showing only the adjacent
systems of thermostat and removing the human and environmental factors.
3.4 Example
In this section, we take Isolette Thermostat, an infant incubator, as an example to give more
details about PLCD. Isolette Thermostat aims to provide an appropriate environment for newborn
infants in the hospital. To simplify the example, we limit its function to a temperature provider.
From this perspective, we take four blocks into consideration: thermostat, heat source, temperature
sensor, and operator interface. The architecture of the system shown in Fig. 3.4 is adapted from
Lempia and Miller (2009). In our paper, we omit human agents (e.g., nurses) and environmental
factors (e.g., air) and only focus on the interactions between blocks. Thermostat is designed
to maintain the desired temperature. It takes settings from the operator interface and current
temperature from sensors, then gives appropriate directives to the heat source. Unwanted changes
in thermostat may harm the health of infants. A common change in Isolette product line is switching
temperature unit between Celsius degree and Fahrenheit degree. However, the switching process is
easy to miss some variables. The changes of variable units affect their connected variables directly
and may cause unit inconsistency problems.
For illustrative purposes, we selected three environmental assumptions in Isolette as examples,
which are shown in Table 3.4. From Table 3.4, we can see that the validity of these assumptions
relies on specific variables. The units of these variables affect the validity of assumptions directly.
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Table 3.4: Part of the Environmental Assumptions in Isolette
ID Assumptions
EA-TS-2 The Current Temperature will be sensed to an accuracy
of ±0.1°F
EA-TS-3 The Current Temperature will cover the range of at least
68.0 to 105.0°F
EA-OI-3 The Lower Alarm Temperature will always be 93°F.
Figure 3.5: Block Definition Diagram for Isolette. This Isolette example contains three blocks and
three numeric constraints.
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Figure 3.6: Parametric Diagram for Isolette. This Isolette example contains three connectors
between block ports and constraint parameters.
We highlighted all the related variables and units in the assumptions. Fig. 3.5 shows the SysML
Block Definition Diagram (BDD) based on these assumptions. Thermostat Domain represents
the whole system with all related blocks and composition associations added to the domain and its
sub-blocks. The composition associations indicate that one block is part of another block. In the
association, we define the property at the end of each association to indicates the local usage of its
corresponding block (e.g., the Operator Interface uses property oi to represent the data flow via its
association with Thermostat domain.). One property could have several associated variables (e.g.,
the property oi has variable Lower Alarm Temperature). The constraints are also linked to the
domain as limitations of the system.
Parametric Diagram (PD) shown in Fig. 3.6 gives detailed information about the ports and
connectors in the system. Connectors link parameters in the constraint blocks to the variables in
the blocks. Changes to block variables may affect the validity of their connected constraints. The
consistency within the two ends of one connector also needs to be checked. Though only binding
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Figure 3.7: PLCD provides an interface to users. The left part contains change tables that list
found issues and buttons that can perform operations on SysML models. The right part shows a
graph panel that provides visualization of the selected issue.
connectors require equal values in both ends, PLCD also performs analysis when there are units
attached to ends since inconsistent units can always be potential problems. Note that the units
can be represented using either text or symbols, PLCD will match the text with its corresponding
symbol to avoid treating them as different units.
Fig. 3.7 shows the analysis results in the GUI. The interface has three parts. The left top part
has three change tables that separately list the issues found in P1, P2, and between them. The first
and second tables list single-product issues. The third table contains cross-product issues. PLCD
uses two background colors to differentiate two products: light blue for P1 and light yellow for P2.
Each row of a table contains one issue with its basic information (Block, variable, unit, change
type, etc.). For different issues, the Information types will be different. For example, if the issue
is New Block, the table shows the block name in P2. If the issue is Changed Unit, the table needs
to show the related units, variables, and components in both products. The Priority column ranks
issues priority according to the related variables and blocks. High priority variables correspond to
high priority changes. Additionally, each row has a checkbox on the right side. Considering not all
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potential issues will be fixed, this column allows users to select a subset of issues to fix rather than
updating all of them at a time.
The left bottom part has three buttons. The “Update” button allows users to fix issues in
the SysML model by editing its XMI files. After clicking “Update”, PLCD collects the potential
issues selected by users and traces back to SysML model files to perform desired operations. Users
can also skip intended changes by clicking the “Ignore Issues” button. The tool will remove the
selected rows from tables. The “Generate Report” button can generate identification reports (i.e.,
PDF reports that record all the identified issues) as well as update report (i.e., PDF reports that
record the applied operations on the original model).
The right side is a panel that can visualize issues. When an issue in the change table is
clicked, the graphics panel will show a schematic diagram with related information. It gives users
a straightforward way to understand the detected issues.
In our example, all the temperature units are changed from Celsius degree to Fahrenheit degree
in P2 except one variable, the Lower Alarm Temperature in Operator Interface (i.e., oi.LowerAlarmTemperature).
When PLCD detects the differences between P1 and P2, two types of changes are listed. First, in
P2, oi.LowerAlarmTemperature has a different unit from its connected variable, lat in constraint
EA-OI-3. Second, from P1 to P2, all the units except oi.LowerAlarmTemperature change from
Celsius degrees to Fahrenheit degrees. As Fig., 3.7 shows, PLCD identified both types in the in-
terface. Also, since temperature units have been added to the customized unit list, the interface
treats both Celsius degree and Fahrenheit degree as valid units. In Fig. 3.7, the graph panel on
the right side visualized the Changed Unit issue that occurred in variable lat. lat exists in both
P1 and P2, but it got a new unit in P2 which was recognized by PLCD. When the user checks the
issue and clicks “Update”, PLCD will change the unit of lat back to Celsius degree and solve the
issue.
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CHAPTER 4. EVALUATION
In this section, we address RQ1 and RQ2 to evaluate PLCD using three CPSs: SAFER, Vehicle
Dynamics (VD), and Satellite. RQ1 evaluates the extent that PLCD can detect single-product
issues. RQ2 measures its capability of detecting cross-product issues. The evaluation procedure
can be divided into the following steps: First, constructing the SysML diagrams according to the
published documents. In this step, we added blocks, constraint blocks, variables, connectors, units,
and other system information to BDD and PD. Second, we randomly selected model artifacts to
inject single-product faults. After injection, we ran PLCD on these inputs and recorded the results.
The documented models are treated as P1. For cross-product issues, since it catches issues in a
product line, the input files include two versions for comparison. We then injected changes in
blocks, constraint blocks, variables, and units, to P1 and built a new product P2 for each system.
For SAFER and VD, we injected issues according to the change patterns listed in Table 3.2
to ensure the coverage of Product Line Change Patterns. For the satellite system, we referred to
the design of CubeSat satellite systems and made P2 a version that closer to the practice. Since
CubeSat aims at providing the standard of picosatellite design, its architecture is compatible with
the general form of the satellite. CubeSat systems have been built into the form of the product
line. Many different versions, such as 1U, 2U, and 3U, share similar architecture but various
extensions Program (). We found that the two primary differences among these products are the
size of CubeSat and the number of access ports. We added these observations to our new SysML
diagrams. The evaluation procedure was repeated several times for debugging and to reach the
best results.
SAFER (NASA’s Simplified Aid for EVA Rescue) is a backpack propulsion system that en-
ables crew members to perform extravehicular activities (EVA) Kelly (1997). As Figure 4.1 shows,
SAFER can be divided into four parts: Propulsion Subsystem, Avionics Software, Hand Controller
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Figure 4.1: SAFER is composed of four subsystems: Propulsion Module, Avionics Software, Hand
Controller Module, and Flight Support Equipment. Inertial Reference Unit is a component in
Propulsion System.
Figure 4.2: SAFER Sensor Variables Aeronautics and Administration (1994)
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Figure 4.3: Avionics Software collects data from other blocks via sensor variables.
Module, Flight Support Equipment. Propulsion Subsystem follows the instructions from the Avion-
ics software and provides propulsion accordingly. Avionics Software takes inputs from sensors and
Operator Interface then transfers data to microprocessors to process and sends instructions based
on the processed data. Hand Controller Modules provides displays and switches that enable the
operator to monitor and control the system. In addition, performing operations in SAFER also
requires support equipment, which composes the Flight Support Equipment subsystem. These
subsystems include sensors to detect environmental conditions and current status. Thus, many
variables are set to achieve the connections between components and sensors. Fig. 4.2 shows the
data exchange via variables Aeronautics and Administration (1994).
By identifying the data flow, we included five blocks in SysML diagrams: Propulsion Subsystem,
Avionics Software, Inertial Reference Unit (IRU), Power Supply, and Hand Controller Module.
Power Supply provides power and equips power-related sensors (such as voltage sensors). IRU is
part of Avionics Box, one of the assemblies in the Backpack Propulsion Module, that senses angular
rates and linear accelerations. Though in Figure 4.1 IRU is part of the Propulsion Subsystem, it is
not located in the mainframe of the Propulsion Subsystem. So we split the the mainframe and IRU
to two separate blocks when we consider data flows between blocks. Figure 4.3 shows data flows
between blocks. The Propulsion Subsystem block in Figure 4.3 only represents the mainframe.
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Figure 4.4: Vehicle Dynamics accepts the inputs from operators and results from the power equa-
tion, and assigns the results to mechanical components so that the vehicle can perform appropriate
motion Friedenthal et al. (2008).
Figure 4.5: The general form of Satellite System is composed of four subsystems: Propulsion,
Instrumentation, Control, and PowerSystem par ().
The second product line we chose is Vehicle Dynamics (VD). VD decides how a vehicle responds
to relevant user operations Jacobson (2016). The performance model in Figure 4.4 shows the desired
functions of VD. VD is necessary for all vehicle systems. Much previous work has been done to
design and model VD. Here we use the SysML diagrams in the OMG tutorial as design documents.
These diagrams are widely used and cited as templates for SysML design Friedenthal et al. (2008).
The satellite system used for evaluation here is a general version that has four primary sub-
systems as Figure 4.5 shows and needs to satisfy power and weight demands. Each subsystem
has two basic parameters: Weight and Power. The constraints of parameters apply to the sum of
propulsion power and the sum of weights. For example, to achieve the weight balance, the overall
weight should not exceed a specific value. All the subsystems contribute to weight. For the power
balance, Propulsion, Instrumentation, and Control draw electric power from PowerSystem par ().
The overall consumption of power should not exceed a limit.
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Table 4.1: Evaluation System Information
Blocks Constraints Variables Quantities Quantities Included
SAFER 6 30 60 5 Angular velocity, Tempera-
ture, Acceleration, Pressure,
Voltage
VD 3 4 17 5 Mass, Velocity, Length, Force,
Time
Satellite 7 4 31 3 Weight, Power, Real Number
(Without Unit)
Table 4.1 gives the basic information of these three CPSs. As Table 4.1 shows, these systems
are in different domains and cover different sets of commonly-used unit quantities. Note that some
of the variables in the computation may not have units (i.e., real numbers), which are indicated by
“Real”.
4.1 RQ1: Single-Product Issues
In this section, we address RQ1 “To what extent can PLCD detect the potential issues in a
single product?” by evaluating the identification of injected single-product issues.
In Product Line Change Patterns, Invalid Unit and Inconsistent Units are issues that can
be detected in the single-product analysis. Invalid Unit flags the units neither in SI nor in the
customized valid list. Inconsistent Units appear when a connector’s two ends have different units.
For the evaluation purpose, we injected changes to the original SysML models. As Table 4.2
shows, we included both Invalid Unit and Inconsistent Units in the testing set. To inject Invalid
Unit issues, we added new units in P2 and didn’t add them to the valid list. Also, we evaluated
the ability to exclude valid changes. That is, we added new units both to the change list and the
valid list to see if PLCD can remove them from final results. Injecting an Inconsistent Unit issue
requires the changes to cause the inconsistency between two ends of a connector. We randomly
selected connectors and changed the units of only one side for each so that inconsistency appears
between these chosen variables and their neighbors.
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Table 4.2: Injected Changes for Single-Product Issues
Change Type Change Details
SAFER
Invalid Unit volt− > vol; Fahrenheit− > Celsius; psia− >
psi
Inconsistent Units change deg/sec to deg/s in connector between
A9 and iru.roll rate range; change g to m/s2
in A24
VD
Invalid Unit N− > NN ; m/sec2− > m/s2; tl : %
Inconsistent Units clk.time : sec− > s; m ae : kg− > g
Satellite
Invalid Unit Kilogram− > Pound; Watt− > Kilowatt;
Real
Inconsistent Units Pro1.Ppro : Watt− > Kilowatt; Ins1.P ins :
Watt− > kilowatt; p3 : Watt− >
Kilowatt; Pro1.Wpro : Kilogram− > Pound;
Ins1.Wins : Kilogram− > Pound;
Table 4.3: Single-Product Analysis Results
SAFER VD Satellite Total
Change # 5 5 5 15
Affected # 31 13 10 54
Issue # 19 11 7 37
Identified # 19 11 7 37
TP (True Positive) 19 11 7 37
FP (False Positive) 0 0 0 0
FN (False Negative) 0 0 0 0
TN (True Negative) 12 2 3 17
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Table 4.3 shows the identification results of single-product issues. Changed Number counts the
number of changes made in testing models. For instance, “changing the temperature unit from
Fahrenheit Degree to Celsius Degree” is a change. When a change happens, some of the variables
will be affected in direct ways or indirect ways. The changes in units will affect their associated
variables directly. For example, when a new variable is added or an old variable is deleted in P2,
its associated unit may appear as a new unit in the model or be no longer used. Variables can
be affected by other artifacts in indirect ways as well. For example, if a block is deleted in P2,
the variables in it will be affected. Affected Number counts the variables affected directly. It also
includes variables if their corresponding units or blocks change. Note that one change may map to
more than one affected variables.
For example, if the unit changes from kg to g, all the variables using kg will be affected by the
change. However, changes not necessarily lead to issues. For example, if a variable has a new valid
unit and its connected variables have the same unit as well, the change should not be identified
as either Invalid Unit or Inconsistent Unit. Identified Number indicates the number of identified
issues in the experiment.
As Table 4.3 shows, the changes in SAFER affected 31 variables. 19 of them were issues that
needed to identify (True Positive). 12 of them were valid changes (True Negative). The number of
valid changes indicates the number of issues that PLCD filters out. In the single-product analysis,
it represents the Invalid Unit issues by matching the SI and customized unit lists. PLCD caught
all 19 issues and ignored all 12 valid changes. For the VD product line, PLCD caught all 11 issues
and successfully filtered out 2 valid changes. PLCD identified 7 out of 7 issues and filtered out all
3 valid changes in Satellite.
The above experimental results address RQ1 in two dimensions: the accuracy of identification
and the coverage of single-product issues. By comparing the issues generated by the injection of
changes and the number of these correctly identified by PLCD, we can see that PLCD had 100%
accuracy in both unit inconsistency and invalid unit identification. PLCD also successfully ruled
out all valid changes (e.g., unit synonyms and valid unit changes).
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4.2 RQ2: Cross-Product Issues
Table 4.4: Injected Changes for Cross-Product Issues
Change Type Change Details
SAFER
Deleted Block Delete block A30
Deleted Variable Delete variable iru.yaw sensor temperature
range
Deleted Connector Delete connectors linked to block A30
New Connector Connect block A29 to variable iru.pitch sensor
temperature increment
Changed Unit g− > m/s2
VD
New Block New block Limitation Equation
New Variable New variable v le in block Limitation Equation
Changed Unit Newton− > Pound; m/sec− > m/s; x de :
m− > km; t de : sec− > s
Satellite
New Block New block PowerSystemExt AccessPort
New Variable New variable Wport1 in block AccessPort;
PowerExt in block PowerSystemExt; Wpsy2
in block PowerSystemExt; p4 in block
PowerBalance; w5 in block WeightBalance;
w6 in block WeightBalance
Changed Unit Watt− > Kilowatt
This section addresses RQ2 “To what extent PLCD can detect the potential issues between two
products in a product line?”. In the experiment, we injected changes to generate the new product
P2 for each of the three product lines. We chose the injected changes carefully so that all the
cross-product issues could be covered and evaluated.
For Satellite, we combined the features in CubeSat and constructed SysML diagrams for a larger
version of the original design. CubeSet is a small satellite application that provides access to space
for small payloads Program (). The goal of this project is to set a standard for picosatellite design
Program (). Currently, CubeSat has been widely used for development and research purposes
Bradley and Atkins (2015); Reza et al. (2016); Pandey et al. (2018).
Table 4.4 provides details about the injections. We assigned different change types to each prod-
uct line. All cross-product change patterns were covered in the generated new products. SAFER
verifies the coverage of Deleted Block, Deleted Variable, Deleted Connector, New Connector, and
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Table 4.5: Cross-Product Analysis Results
SAFER VD Satellite Total
Change # 5 6 9 20
Affected # 31 12 20 63
Issue # 19 10 11 40
Identified # 19 10 11 40
TP (True Positive) 19 10 11 40
FP (False Positive) 0 0 0 0
FN (False Negative) 0 0 0 0
TN (True Negative) 12 2 9 23
Changed Unit. To inject the deletions of the block, the variable, and the connectors, we ran-
domly chosen block A30 and removed it with all of its related variables and connectors. For New
Connector, we added a link between variable pitch sensor temperature increment in block A29
and variable iru.pitch sensor temperature increment. Then we replaced unit g with m/s2 in
the new product. In VD, we not only replaced old units with new ones (Newton− > Pound and
m/sec− > m/s) but also changed units for individual variables (x de and t de). We also added
the new block Limitation Equation with its variable v le. For Satellite, we added two new blocks:
PowerSystemExt and AccessPort. PowerSystemExt aimed to provide additional power to the
satellite system. AccessPort allowed the system to interact with related components. Both of them
would affect the weight balance and the power balance. Therefore their parameters are restricted
by these two constraints.
The results are shown in Table 4.5. For cross-product issues, we recorded valid changes in change
logs. PLCD uses change logs as references to filter out the valid changes in the new product. A
new product often has a long list of desired changes. To avoid PLCD flagging valid changes, we
allow users to add desired changes to the change log prior to validation. For a change that appears
in the SysML model, we check if it exists in the change logs. If so, PLCD recognizes it as a valid
change and ignores it. If not, PLCD adds it to the issue list. In the cross-product evaluation, we
added some of the injected changes to the change logs (e.g., one possible valid change is changing
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sec to s since the meanings of units are the same.). As Table 4.5 shows, PLCD identified all 42
issues and successfully filtered out all valid changes. The identification accuracy is 100%.
The above experiments evaluated RQ2, that is, the capability of PLCD in catching cross-
product issues, in various levels of software artifacts. In SysML, a block could have multiple
variables. A variable could have multiple linked connectors and one corresponding variable types.
PLCD identified the cross-product issues by comparing the low-level artifacts, such as units, and the
higher-level artifacts, such as blocks. In the multiple-level validation process, all related artifacts
will be traced and analyzed. The result tables show the potential issues at all levels, thereby omits
some of the steps in impact analysis and accelerates the speed of the impact analysis of identified
issues.
In the above two sections, we investigated RQ1 and RQ2 by evaluating the accuracy of identifi-
cation as well as the coverage of possible issues. PLCD showed 100% accuracy in both experiments
and covered all of the listed issues in Table 3.2. The results show that PLCD had promising
performance in the detection of single-product unit issues and cross-product issues.
Figure 4.6 shows an example identification report for Satellite. The P2 of Satellite generated for
this report includes all the changes in the cross-product evaluation. Additionally, we injected invalid
unit issues to P2 to demonstrate the single-product identification results. The report includes three
tables. The first table and the second table list the single-product issues in P1 and P2. The third
table shows the cross-product issues between P1 and P2. In Figure 4.6, the first table is empty,
which indicates that P1 has valid SysML diagrams. The second table lists the variables that have
the unit Kilowatt and indicates “Invalid Unit” in the Problem column. It reminds the user that
Kilowatt is a unit that is not stored in the valid unit list. If the unit is valid, the user needs to
update the valid unit list. Rows 1 - 9 in the third table show that there are unit changes happening
in P2. Nine variables, which have the unit Watt in P1, have the unit Kilowatt in P2. The columns
Unit1, V ariable1, and Component1 show the information in P1 and the columns Unit2, V ariable2,
and Component2 show the information in P2. Rows 10 - 11 list two new blocks in P2 and Rows
12 - 17 list the new variables. Note that 15 - 17 are the variables in the two new blocks and Rows
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Identification Report
Identified Issues in P1
Unit1 Variable1 Component1 Unit2 Variable2 Component2 Problem Criticality
Identified Issues in P2
Unit1 Variable1 Component1 Unit2 Variable2 Component2 Problem Criticality
1 Kilowatt p1 PowerBalance Invalid Unit Catastrophic
2 Kilowatt p2 PowerBalance Invalid Unit Catastrophic
3 Kilowatt p3 PowerBalance Invalid Unit Catastrophic
4 Kilowatt Pro1.Ppro Propulsion Invalid Unit Catastrophic
5 Kilowatt p PowerBalance Invalid Unit Catastrophic
6 Kilowatt Ins1.Pins Instrumentation Invalid Unit Catastrophic
7 Kilowatt Con1.Pcon Control Invalid Unit Catastrophic
8 Kilowatt Psy1.Power PowerSystem Invalid Unit Catastrophic
9 Kilowatt p_actual PowerMOS Invalid Unit Critical
10 Kilowatt p4 PowerBalance Invalid Unit Marginal
11 Kilowatt Psy2.PowerExt PowerSystemExt Invalid Unit Marginal
Identified issues between P1 and P2
Unit1 Variable1 Component1 Unit2 Variable2 Component2 Problem Criticality
1 Watt p PowerBalance Kilowatt p PowerBalance Changed Unit Catastrophic
2 Watt p1 PowerBalance Kilowatt p1 PowerBalance Changed Unit Catastrophic
3 Watt p2 PowerBalance Kilowatt p2 PowerBalance Changed Unit Catastrophic
4 Watt p3 PowerBalance Kilowatt p3 PowerBalance Changed Unit Catastrophic
5 Watt Ins1.Pins Instrumentation Kilowatt Ins1.Pins Instrumentation Changed Unit Catastrophic
6 Watt Con1.Pcon Control Kilowatt Con1.Pcon Control Changed Unit Catastrophic
7 Watt Psy1.Power PowerSystem Kilowatt Psy1.Power PowerSystem Changed Unit Catastrophic
8 Watt Pro1.Ppro Propulsion Kilowatt Pro1.Ppro Propulsion Changed Unit Catastrophic
9 Watt p_actual PowerMOS Kilowatt p_actual PowerMOS Changed Unit Critical
10 PowerSystemExt New Block Marginal
11 AccessPort New Block Marginal
12 p4 PowerBalance New Variable Marginal
13 w5 WeightBalance New Variable Marginal
14 w6 WeightBalance New Variable Marginal
15 Port1.Wport1 AccessPort New Variable Marginal
16 Psy2.PowerExt PowerSystemExt New Variable Marginal
17 Psy2.Wpsy2 PowerSystemExt New Variable Marginal
18 w6 WeightBalance Port1.Wport1 AccessPort New Connector Marginal
19 w5 WeightBalance Psy2.Wpsy2 PowerSystemExt New Connector Marginal
20 Psy2.PowerExt PowerSystemExt p4 PowerBalance New Connector Marginal
Wed Apr 22 17:17:29 CDT 2020
Figure 4.6: Identification Report
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12 - 14 are the variables added to constraints PowerBalance and WeightBalance to receive the
data from the new variables. Since these two new blocks also need to obey the PowerBalance and
WeightBalance constraints, P2 created three connectors for the variables in the new blocks and
their corresponding variables in the constraints. Therefore, Rows 18 - 20 show three new connectors
in P2. Note that for the New Connector issue, all of the columns show the information in P2. The
columns V ariable1 and Component1 show the information on one end and the columns V ariable2
and Component2 show the information on the other end.
After users select a set of issues they want to update in the GUI and click “Update” button,
PLCD can also generate the update report. The format of the update report is the same as the
identification report but the three tables in the update report only show the updated issues.
In summary, this section designed and implemented experiments according to RQ1 and RQ2.
The evaluation results show that PLCD achieved 100% accuracy when dealt with problems in single
software products and software products that contain two products. The data is collected from
NASA documents and official SysML documents. PLCD also allows users to solve the model issues
by selecting listed issues in the interface. We showed a detailed report with all the changes detected
by PLCD.
4.3 Threats to Validity
In the evaluation, we used three CPSs from different domains to provide good coverage on
commonly-used variables and reduce the risks of possible dependence on a specific domain. In this
section, we discuss the possible threats that could affect the experimental validity. According to
Wohlin et al., the threats can be divided into four aspects: Conclusion Validity, Internal Validity,
Construct Validity, and External Validity Wohlin et al. (2012).
Conclusion Validity focuses on the relationship between treatment (PLCD tool) and outcome
(Identification results). Internal Validity checks if the relation is a causal relation. In our exper-
iments, the results were directly produced by PLCD via parsing and analyzing the inputs. The
identification results have a causal relation with PLCD.
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Construct Validity ensures two causal relations: Cause construct (PLCD approach) and Treat-
ment (PLCD implementation); Effect construct (The coverage of product line changes) and Output
(Identification results). For the first one, PLCD implements SysML parser and XMI parser to get
the information from input files, then applies Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 to get the results. PLCD
also follows the propagation rules to assign criticality levels to issues. The identification results are
shown in the interface and accept the update operations from users.
We ensure the relationship between the coverage and our identification results from both inputs
and outputs perspectives. For inputs, we extracted SysML diagrams from published documents
and constructed them in Papyrus. SAFER is a NASA system with sufficient document support.
All of the architecture information and data flows were extracted from official documents. VD
diagrams were extracted from Friedenthal et al. (2008), a widely-cited SysML tutorial from OMG.
VD plays a crucial part in vehicle motions and has been well-defined in industry. Satellite diagrams
were extracted from a tutorial document of ParaMagic, a well-known modeling tool. The validity of
SysML models ensures the experiments have valid inputs. For outputs, considering both the scope
of product line changes and unit changes are very large and hard to cover, we used Product Line
Change Patterns to categorize the changes and verify the identification ability. The verification of
PLCD has two aspects: single-product issues and cross-product issues. In order to rule out the
effect of unit types in the results and provide unit coverage, the three CPSs we chose are in different
domains and contain different unit quantities.
External Validity considers the generalization of results. In the previous sections, we show that
the inputs in Table 3.1 can be parsed and processed to get the identification results. Though the
evaluation does not include the scalability test, we give the time complexity of algorithms in the
Method section. In our implementation, the time to visit each artifact is constant, and the time
to read and parse files also only depends on the number of artifacts linearly. Therefore, the total
runtime cost is linear in the number of variables and connectors. The increase in scale will not lead
to a steep increase in time consumption.
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A limitation of the prototype tool is that it does not cover all the SysML artifacts. It covers the
artifacts needed to construct basic Parametric Diagram and Block Definition Diagram, where all
blocks are in the same domain and all of the subsystems link to the domain block. The basic blocks
and constraint blocks are covered. But interface blocks, for example, are not covered since they
require additional processing of flow properties. For the links between blocks, PLCD covered com-
position links but not generalization links since processing generalization links requires considering
the variables in the parent blocks. These features can be added as extensions in the future.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis proposes an approach with a prototype tool PLCD to identify the physical-unit
changes for CPS product lines at the design level. Comparing to the code level detection, design
level detection saves the time to trace back and reduce the cost of re-work. PLCD takes inputs
from SysML diagrams (i.e., Block Definition Diagram and Parametric Diagram), which are widely
used to model the design of CPSs, and outputs identification reports as well as update reports after
analysis. By parsing XMI files and running identification algorithms, PLCD can compare both
two different versions of one product and two products in a software product line. To assist the
developers, PLCD also provides a GUI to represent the results and can update SysML diagrams
automatically. Evaluation on parts of three CPSs: SAFER, VD, and Satellite to investigate PLCD
capability to detect single-product issues and cross-product issues. The results show that our
approach successfully detected all the potential issues and filtered out valid changes.
PLCD currently covers the basic structure and artifacts of Block Definition Diagrams and
Parametric Diagrams. In the future, other SysML artifacts (e.g., interface blocks) and the nesting
of properties can be added to handle complex SysML diagrams. Also, PLCD can be combined
with Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), a Java framework for structured model construction,
to handle the XMI files generated by other modeling tools with EMF support and other modeling
languages that can be processed by EMF, such as UML and XML.
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